
Position

Analyse and model the revenue streams of the VPP coming
from different ancillary services and energy markets based on
different data streams in our databases and the upstream
contracts with the grid operators
Analyse and model the distribution of the revenue streams to
the different participants of the virtual power plant (VPP) in
line with the contracts of the VPP members
Support the developers in developing the necessary
calculation tools in python, power bi or ms excel
Link the operational data activities to the financial part of the
business
Detect and troubleshoot upstream data issues which could
lead to settlement issues 
Improve, develop and maintain process flows and tools
across departments to capture all required data
Export and summarize the results of the analysis in
meaningful easy to grasp excel reports
Explain the results to internal stakeholders and support
account management/sales with client discussions
Involvement in the process of developing new commercial
propositions
Perform ad hoc analysis on high volumes of metering and
price data to support asset planning
Support the process for the onboarding and prequalification
of new deliver points

What are you going to do?

How to apply

Are you interested in the position of settlement specialist
for VPP operations? Send your CV and motivational letter
to Korneel.vandenBroek@centrica.com. We will then reach
out to you as soon as possible. 

We're hiring a 
Settlement specialist

What do we offer?

As part of the enablement team, you will be responsible for settling contractual amounts with client and energy suppliers
on a recurrent basis. The enablement team is a cross border team with people located in the uk as well as in antwerp
(belgium). This position is for the antwerp office. 

Centrica Business Solutions is a leader in the decentralized energy market, active in the united kingdom, europe, north
america, and japan. With price predictability a thing of the past, and supply volatility and new energy technologies taking
over, we are using our energy expertise to help our customers become environmentally friendly and economically
sustainable. Our mission is to build a sustainable power grid, striving to carbon neutrality and halting climate change.

Who are you?

Outstanding analytical and problem-solving skills with
attention for detail
Confident in ms excel and microsoft access
Be able to understand the business needs of the internal
departments and translate these business request into
useful deliverables
Ability to communicate complex financial information in
simple terms
Be able to understand complex energy rules and
regulations and translate them into settlement
calculations 
Good working knowledge of the electricity markets
Willing to learn new subjects and acquire new skills
Comfortable working in a dynamic and constantly evolving
environment
Decisive team player with strong focus to find solutions
Fluent in dutch and english

Basic knowledge of python
Speaking french is a plus

Nice to have:

A position in a small team of enablement experts with the
option to learn a lot from all sides of our business
The possibility to work with a variety of industrial
customers, small and big
Flexible working hours and homeworking opportunity
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